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and the reduced model are derived.
In Section 5, the ideas of the previous three sections are tied
together so as to better define the range of applicability of the
Badreddin and Mansour reduction method.
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

Abshaet-In this paper, further justification of model reduction
by Badreddin-Mansour's method is presented. In particular,
connections between polynomial root-location properties,
coefficient properties and Schur-Cohn coefficient properties are
established. Lattice realizations of a discrete system and its
reduced model are given, which illustrate certain relationships
between the original model and its reduced form. These relationships give insight into the validity of the method of reduction
and offer insight on the order of approximation.

2. Connections between the roots, eoefieients and Sehur-Cohn
coefieients of n polynomzal.
In this section, important relationships between the roots,
coefficients and Schur-Cohn coefficients of a polynomial will
be established. These relationships are very useful in studying
the use of the Badreddin and Mansour method of model
reduction, and in a later section, they will be used to clarify the
range of validity of the method.

1. Introduction
IT I C nF91R.xRI E ldr redll~atlon.control, design, ;omputarlun
2nd other pl.rporei to rcpr:rcnl ~dequatel),dnd uithout sacrl-

liany the in,portxnt :h~rsctcn<t~ii.
3 high order s)stcm by a
lower order system.
Model reduction of one-dimensional scalar discrete systems
has been extensively discussed in the literature. A survey of the
various methods of model reduction has been given by Bosley
and Lees (1972). Furthermore, model reduction of multivariable
(multi-inpnt/multi-omput)
one-dimensional discrete systems has
been the subject of recent investigations, for example (Bistritz
and Shaked, 1984; Badreddin and Mansour, 1983 and 1984).
In the order reduction method of Badreddin and Mansour
(1980) and Badreddin (1982), both the stability and the correctness of the steady state response of the reduced model are
guaranteed if the original model is stable. The method is based
on utilizing the discrete Schwartz form, which has come to
be also known as the Mansour form (Dourdomas. 19801.
Representation of discrete systems using the discrete Schwartz
form is also presented in a paper of Takizawa et al. (1982). As
indicated therein, this form of realization has certain useful
features.
In this paper, the order reduction method of Badreddin and
Mansour is further investigated and certain extensions are
obtained. The com~ositionof the D a m is as follows.
In Section 2, connections betwekn'polynomial root location
properties, polynomial coefficient properties and Schur-Cohn
coefficient properties are established. (Such connections are used
later to define the range of validity of the reduction method.)
In Section 3, a lattice realization of a discrete syitem in terms
of Schur-Cohn coefficients is recalled., Such realizations are
important in digital filter analysis and design. Also in this
section, the lattice realization of the reduced model is given
and is connected with the Badreddin and Mansour reduction
formulas.
In Section 4, certain new relationships between the original

2.1. Connection between the roots and co@cients. Let

Suppose there are precisely r roots of F(z) = 0, viz. z,, z,,
for which
12.1

i = i;; and some 0 < E << 1,

<E

... ,z,,

P
I

while the remaining roots are 011): more precisely, suppose that

Of course, hy requlrlng #he root separation properly nf (2), the
coettncnts o, in (1) necessarily must be constrained in some
wa). To undzrcvand lhtr constraint, F v l is rntlen in terms of
the roots as follows:
F(z) = (z - z,xz - Z J . . .(z - z,Kz - z,+,). ..(z Equating coefficients,

[n,l
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while (2b) ensures also that

In (4), the constant K sat~sfiesE 4 K 4 E - ' . Note that a single
K can be found for each inequality in (4) by choosing the largest
value, if the various K are initially different.
Thus, a root property has been translated into a property of
717
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the coefficients. To establish the converse (in fact an almostconverse), proceed as follows:
assume E << 1 and (4), and let

with e << K << 8.'. From (14) and (15) it follows that
lbn-,l 4 K'8'-I.

(16)

Similarly,
lbn-21 4 K'a'-l
Ib.-.+,I 4
Ib.-,I 4 K'
Let ae(0,l) and consider the behaviour of p(z) and q(z) on the
circle 121 = E" < 1. The polynomial z"-'
o,z"-'-'
...
a".. has r in every term except the last one, i.e. om.; then (4)
implies

+

+ +

(17)
Ibn..lJL g K'.

Here, t << K' << E - ' . This argument can clearly be repeated to
obtain bounds on the coefficients of F..,(r).
Note that the Schur coefficients A{ are given by
A n - , = b .-,,

A.=a.,

....

(18)

Therefore, for some R
1A1. 4 REI
lAn.,l 4 REI-'

L
I~(z)l4 K'e"

on lzl = E"

(8a)

(19)

IA%-,+,I

and

lA".,I-L 4 K.

IA".,/ 4 K

Here K' i s a constant of the same order as K, and in particular
<< K' << E - ' . Similarly, from (6),

Therefore, the coefficient property implies conditions on the
Schur-Cohn caeffioents. The converse has been established by
Mansour (1965).

E

+

Iq(r)/ 4 Keel'-'I
KE'~'''-~)
4 r(r+'-=).

+ ... + KE'
(9)

Example. To substantiate the above relationships, the following
exampleis presented. Let

Thus, for sufficiently small E, and cr not equal to unity, it follows
that a"-"'<< I, and noting (a), (9)
14(z)l < IP(z)l.

(10)

F(i) = (r - 0.001fi - 0.6Xz - 0.8)
= r3 - 1.401z1 + 0.48142 - 0.00048.

In this case,

Now

E

F(z) =

+ 9(z)

(11)

and so by Rouche's theorem it follows that F(z) and p(z) will
have the same number of roots inside I. l l. < 8'. NOWthe choice
ofp(:) in (5) ensures that p(r) has prarsely r zeros ins~dc2 < c',
so rhar F(:) w~ll.also h a t e r roots in 12 < c' T h ~ is
r the almostconrersc of the coerticlenr property dcrivrd above from a root
property.

+

F,,(z)

1 a,
anon-,

... a..,a.
a,

(12)

... b..l
.. ..
. .
. .

Fn,(i)bob,

r

= 0.0011,

=

I,

n = 3.

(21)

From (4),
la,l = 0.W048
la,l = 0.4814
0 , - 1401,
which jalirfirs 14) w~thK
p(z) = "r

2.2. Connection between the coesfcients and Schur-Cohn
coesfcients. Construct the Marden-Jury table for the polynomial F(z) = z" o,z"-' + ... + a,, as follows:

(20)

-

(22)

2 From (5,.

1.401r2 + 0.4814~

+

= z[z2 - 1.4012 0.48141
= z[(z - 0.7969Xz - 0.604)].

(23)

now,^ = Ois theonly root ofp(z) = Oinsidelzl = e o Q 9 2 0.0012
just as the number of roots of F(z) = 0 inside lrl = 0.0012 is
only one. This verifies the connection between the coefficients
and root property.

C O ~ S ~ the
N CMarden-Jury
~
table as follows:

Thus

where
b, = 1,

- a.a"-i
1-0:

A,
(I4)

'

-

1
-0.9460

-0.9460
I

Hence,

Suppose that

10.
lo,.,l

4 KE'
4 KE'-I

la.-,I 4 K,..., la,l 4 Kandla..,l-'

(15)
4K

This agrees with inequality (19). Had one begun with the Ai,
the formulas of Mansour (1965) would have been used, nz.

and

to obtain information about the coefficient sizes.
where
3. Lattice realiiotion of the reduced order Bodreddin-Mansour
model
The lattice realization of digital filters is important in applications for several reasons, including low coefficientsensitivity,
non-occurrence of zero input limit cycle in one's complement
truncation(Takizawaet or., 1982), and applicability in spectral
analysis prablems (Jones et al., 1985). In this section, the lattice
realization of the original model is presented, using the discrete
Schwartz form and from it, a reduced model is obtained and
shown to be exactlv the mathematical model obtained bv
~,
U~JrcdJln~ n ~d a n * , u r11980, ~ n hdd r c d i i n (1982,
Conrldcr the original ,)iten, prc,cntcd in ststL. spare fornuldtlun b~,edon lhr. J~srrcreSchwarr? form.
~

~

h,!

- ( + )*",
hi -

1

"-1

AnAn.,

e; = e , ,

f o r i = 1 , 2 ,..., n - l a n d A , = l .
For the system of equations given in (24) and (25) it can be
readily shown that Fig. 1 presents its digital filter realization.
To obtain a realization of the reduced model given in (26)
through (28), one simply replaces the left-most delay in Fig. 1
by a unity-gain element. The result is drawn in Fig. 2.
This assertion is now verified. From Fig. 2,

d k ) = -(An

+ A,,+,)[v(k) + w(k)]

(30)

and

It follows that

Also from Fig. 2 and from (31)
t(k) = -A.[u(k)

+ w(k)] = - 1 + ADAn.,
A"
Nk).

(33)

Thus,

Badreddin and Mansour (1980) and Badreddin (1982) consider
two different scalar approximation problems, defined by taking
one of u,(k) and u,(k) identically zero in (24). It is convenient
here for both problems to beconsideredsimultaneously.
It is shown by Badreddin (1982) that the above, after model
reduction by order 1, gives:

Now, from Fig. 1,
Nk)=A.

.,x. .,( k ) + An _ , x . . , ( k ) + . . .

+ A,x2(k) + xLk) - u,(k).

(35)

From (33) and the above,
h"t(k) = -

hB"

+ A&,

[x,(k)

+An-z*rn-,(k)l

+

1

+ A,x,(k) + ...
h.4
+

udk).

(36)

Substituting (36) in (34), finally gives,
"-1

dk)=

hixN
i= 1

-

"-'

h"A"
Ai-,*,4k)
1 + A"A"-,i=,

+ e,u,(k)

+ (%
+ 1 +"An&.-, (
where

k )

(37)
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FIG.1. Lattice realization of the discrete system
where

h! = h , -

'

'

'

A-4-1

1

+ A-An., h.,

e -e

e ; = e,,

on
' + 1 + 44-, i

=- ) A = l

(39)

Comparing (26)-(29) with (38) and (39), it is verified that the
realization of Fig. 2 corresponds to the reduced systcm.

4. Connections between the original ond the reduced system
transfer functions
In this section, certain relationships between the original
and the reduced system transfer functions are stated. Such
relationshios will eive indications concernine the error of the
approximation at z = 1 and more generally at z = elY.
Let W(z) and V(r) be the transfer functions of the original
and the reduced systems. (The pair obtained by taking u,(k) 0
in (24) and (25) will be considered, as well as the pair obtained
with u,(k) = 0 in (24) and (25).) Let An in (24) and (25) be a
variablc paramctcr, then the transfer functions can be written
as W(z, An) and V(z, A").
Claim 1. W(z, 0) = V(z, 0) for both forms of input coupling vector.
(40)
This claim follows by straightforward linear algebra.
Claim 2.

--

for both forms of
input coupling vector

(41)

Again, this claim follows by algebraic manipulat~on.The major
steps for one of the two cases are outlined, viz, when the input
coupling vector is
g = CI,O,... ,011.

142)

Now

aw
5&=

FIG. 2. Lattice realization of the reduced system.

[ h , ,..., h.][zl - F ~ ( A Ja&n
] - ~ ~- [Fn(An)]-Lg
~ I

.[-I, -A >,..., -An.,][zI

-

Fn(AJ]-'g.

(43)
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Substituting for the inverted matrix and performing matrix
multiplications, finally gives,

From (26)-(29),

I

,A - A 1 -A,)[I-F,(A)]lt.I-)
- h A , . . A " - I c I - F".(A",)]'"..
(45)

Now comparing (44) and (45). (41) is establishedas required, at
least when the input coupling vector is as in (42). The argument
for the other input coupling vector runs similarly. Also recall
that, as established in Badreddin and Mansour (1980) and
Badreddin (1982),

5. Interpretation o/ the results of sections 1-4
Equations (40), (41) and (46) sum up key features of the
approximation procedures. For all r = eim,o real, it can be seen
that near z = 1, the approximation error is O(dY- 1)0(A.),
which indicates better accuracy a t low frequencies.
This is consistent with the ideas of Section 3 for the following
reason. Section 3 demonstrates that in one particular realization
of the high order translrr funclion, the low order approximation
is obtained by replacing a unit delay (z-') by a unity gain
element, i.e. the value ofz-' at z = 1. For the high order transfer
function, the incoming signal to this unit delay is multiplied by
A. (and this is the only occurrence of Amin the realization). The
black diagram replacement thus suggests that the approximation
will be better when Amis small and at frequencies o where
lei" - 11 is small, i.e. at low frequencies.
The connection with Section 2 is best thought of in terms
of a reduction of model order of up to r. The material of
Section 3 shows that approximation will be best when A",
A
A".,,, are all small. That of Section 2 shows that this
will follow when the denominator polynomial has r poles near
the origin. What happens in the approximation process is that
these r poles are wiped out, and the remaining (n - r) pole
oositions sliehtlv,~~~
modified.
I n sunlmdr). 1h6 Ridrsdoin \lanwur rchcme i s l~kcl! 10
work ncll to ruJu.c d s!rlcm lrom nth 10 (,I - rjth ~ r d e ruhrn
there arc r p ~ l c ,c l ~ r cto thr origin, further. the 3pprox1vuatc

.

~

~~

-

transfer function will be a better fit near r = 1 (and an exact fit
at z = 1) than away from I = 1.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, the method of model reduction oi discrete
systems based on the Badreddin and Mansour ideas is further
elaborated. In particular, by using connections between the
polynomial coefficients, the roots and the Schur-Cahn determinants (which are of independent interest), the range of validity
of reduction is established. Furthermore, the lattice realization
of the original system compared with that of the reduced one
is oresented. Finallv. some connections between the transler
fun;t~on dl hllh r)stcmr dre obtd~ned Thrrc alru ,hzd $oms
l~ght~n thc ndlurc of the apprdumatlon. t . ~ l c n , ~ u of
n thtr
method 21 rcJuct~ontu luo-d~met~,ional
qsternr ,r.r.m. pranniing and is the subject of future research
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